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SURVEILLANCE TECHNOLOGY

Keywords: Remote Neural Monitoring and Brain/Body Manipulation, Artificial =

intelligence Systems, Game theory and systems for behavioral/social control=

, Electronic Surveillance & Harassment, Organized stalking (Please see atta=

ched files for description)

For years the federal government has sought to remotely control human behav=

ior. Starting with the CIA projects MKULTRA and MKSEARCH in the 1950s, the =

American public has been unwitting guinea pigs in a multitude of non-consen=

sually performed experiments that have continued into the 21st century. The=

 recent revelations regarding the extent of NSA eavesdropping is only the t=

ip of the iceberg. We are currently in an information war and a mind war, w=

here our privacy and autonomy as human beings are at stake.

The surveillance and manipulation technologies mentioned in this NSA whistl=

eblower lawsuit (see below, links and attached files) are currently being d=



eployed over a global satellite and cell phone tower network in a much more=

 advanced version with enhanced capabilities, tactics, socio-political uses=

, financing etc.

 It gives the surveillance agencies hands, eyes and ears virtually everywhe=

re on the planet =85 behind all closed doors walls inside buildings etc. Th=

e technology and spectrum was used for submarine communications and hence c=

an reach any location on the surface of earth. People can be targeted and p=

ut under constant surveillance during flights/train rides/driving etc and h=

ave their behavior/mental stated and choices manipulated using EEG transmit=

ted to their brains from remote covert locations.

Key points and capabilities

This technology platform uses the entire electromagnetic spectrum to map, e=

xtract, store and manipulate private information from ambient EM fields suc=

h as those emanating from human brain, body and all electronic devices.

It can extract sounds and images from nearby speakers/cameras even with the=

 devices turned off and battery removed. That might be why Mr. Edward Snowd=

en had people leave their phones in a refrigerator during his recent NSA di=

sclosure meetings =85 to block Electromagnetic waves used for surveillance)=

.

All information physical, physiological, mental and online/telecom can be d=

ecoded with suitable signal processing performed over advanced supercompute=

rs.  At the surveillance centers a local model of the targets and their imm=

ediate environment can be recreated in great detail using spectral decoding=

 and any changes made to the local model are then retransmitted to manipula=

te the target and her devices/environment. As mentioned in the whistleblowe=

r lawsuit this technology can invade and manipulate virtually all kinds of =

private information over the entire EM spectrum

If the technology seems more advanced than the mainstream neurosciences it =

is because while scientist to their great credit follow rigorous ethical st=

andards while the intelligence agencies have acquired and developed their t=

echnology and system through illegal nonconsensual human experimentation.

Some links for more information on the technology:

https://theintercept.com/surveillance-catalogue/

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/scalar_tech/esp_scalartech12.htm

http://covertharassmentconference.com/press_release&lng=3Den

http://www.electronictorture.com/

<http://www.mindcontrolforums.com/pro-freedom.co.uk/cov_us.html>

by John St Clair Akwei



From an article in Nexus Magazine April/May 96

from MindControlForums<http://www.mindcontrolforums.com> Website

A lawsuit filed against the U.S. National Security Agency reveals a frighte=

ning array of technologies and programs designed to keep tabs on individual=

s.

.

John St Clair Akwei

vs

National Security Agency

Ft George G. Meade, MD, USA

(Civil Action 92-0449)

.

The following document comprises evidence for a lawsuit filed at the U.S. C=

ourthouse in Washington, DC, by John St Clair Akwei against the National Se=

curity Agency, Ft George G. Meade, Maryland (Civil Action 92-0449), constit=

utes his knowledge of the NSA's structure, national security activities pro=

prietary technologies and covert operations to monitor individual citizens =

Ed.

1. THE NSA'S MISSION AND DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE OPERATION

*       Communications Intelligence (COMINT)

Blanket coverage of all electronic communications in the US and the world t=

o ensure national security. The NSA at Ft Meade, Maryland has had the most =

advanced computers in the world since the early 1960s.

NSA technology is developed and implemented in secret from private corporat=

ions, academia and the general public.

*       Signals Intelligence (SICINT)

The Signals Intelligence mission of the NSA has evolved into a program of d=

ecoding EMF waves in the environment for wirelessly tapping into computers =

and track persons with the electrical currents in their bodies. Signals Int=

elligence is based on fact that everything in the environment with an elect=

ric current in it has a magnetic flux around it which gives off EMF waves.

The NSA/DoD [Department of Defense] developed proprietary advanced digital =

equipment which can remotely analyze all objects whether manmade or organic=

, that have electrical activity.



*       Domestic Intelligence (DOMINT)

The NSA has records on all US citizens. The NSA gathers information on US c=

itizen who might be of interest to any of the over 50,000 NSA agents (HUMIN=

T). These agents are authorized by executive order to spy on anyone. The NS=

A has a permanent national security anti-terrorist surveillance network in =

place. This surveillance network is completely disguised and hidden from th=

e public.

Tracking individuals in the US is easily and cost-effectively implemented w=

ith NSA's electronic surveillance network. This network (DOMINT) covers the=

 entire US, involves tens of thousands of NSA personnel, and tracks million=

s of persons simultaneously . Cost-effective implementation of operations i=

s assured by NSA computer technology designed to minimize operations costs.=

 NSA personnel serve in quasi-public positions in their communities and run=

 cover businesses and legitimate businesses that can inform the intelligenc=

e community of persons they would want to track.

NSA personnel in the community usually have cover identities such as social=

 workers, lawyers and business owners.

*       Individual Citizens Occasionally Targeted for Surveillance by Indep=

endently Operating NSA Personnel

NSA personnel can control the lives of hundreds of thousands of individuals=

 in the US by using the NSA's domestic intelligence network and cover busin=

esses.

The operations independently run by them can sometimes go beyond the bounds=

 of law. Long-term control and sabotage of tens of thousands of unwitting c=

itizens by NSA operatives is likely to happen.

NSA DOMINT has the ability to assassinate US citizens covertly or run cover=

t psychological control operations to cause subjects to be diagnosed with i=

ll mental health.

<http://www.raven1.net/>

The above symptoms highlight a fraction of the vast array of

Neuro-Electromagnetic Frequency Assaults perpetuated by the Police and

Military Intelligence Agencies toward

Remote Mind Control Experiments, Behavioral Manipulation and Murder.

2. NSA'S DOMESTIC ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE NETWORK



As of the early 1960s, the most advanced computers in the world were at the=

 NSA, Ft Meade. Research breakthroughs with these computers were kept for t=

he NSA.

At the present time the NSA has nanotechnology computers that are 15 years =

ahead of present computer technology. The NSA obtains blanket coverage of i=

nformation in the US by using advanced computers that use artificial intell=

igence to screen all communications, regardless of medium, for key words th=

at should be brought to the attention of NSA agents/cryptologists.

These computers monitor all communications at the transmitting and receivin=

g ends.

This blanket coverage of the US is a result of the NSA's Signals Intelligen=

ce (SIGINT) mission. The NSA's electronic surveillance network is based on =

a cellular arrangement of devices that can monitor the entire EMF (electrom=

agnetic frequency) spectrum.

This equipment was developed, implemented and kept secret in the same manne=

r as other electronic warfare programs.

*       Signals Intelligence Remote Computer Tampering

The NSA keeps track of all PCs and other computers sold in the US.

This is an integral part of the Domestic Intelligence network. The NSA's EM=

F equipment can tune in RF (remote frequency) emissions from personal compu=

ter circuit boards (while filtering out emissions from monitors and power s=

up- plies).

The RF emission from PC circuit boards contains digital information in the =

PC. Coded RF waves from the NSA's equipment can resonate PC circuits and ch=

ange data in the PCs. Thus the NSA can gain wireless modem-style entry into=

 any computer in the country for surveillance or anti-terrorist electronic =

warfare.

*       Detecting EMF Fields in Humans for Surveillance

A subject's bioelectric field can be remotely detected, so subjects can be =

monitored anywhere they are.

With special EMF equipment NSA cryptologists can remotely read evoked poten=

tials (from EEGs). These can be decoded into a person's brain-states and th=



oughts. The subject is then perfectly monitored from a distance. NSA person=

nel can dial up any individual in the country on the Signals Intelligence E=

MF scanning network and the NSA's computers will then pinpoint and track th=

at person 24 hours a day.

The NSA can pick out and track anyone in the US.

3. NSA SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE USE OF EMF BRAIN STIMULATION

NSA Signals Intelligence uses EMF Brain Stimulation for Remote Neural Monit=

oring (RNM) and Electronic Brain Link (EBL).

EMF Brain Stimulation has been in development since the MKULTRA program<htt=

p://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mindcon02.htm> of=

 the early 1950s, which included neurological research into radiation (non-=

ionizing EMF) and bioelectric research and development.

The resulting secret technology is categorized at the National Security Arc=

hives as "Radiation Intelligence", defined as,

"information from unintentionally emanated electromagnetic waves in the env=

ironment, not including radioactivity or nuclear detonation".

Signals Intelligence implemented and kept this technology secret in the sam=

e manner as other electronic warfare programs of the US Government.

The NSA monitors available information about this technology and withholds =

scientific research from the public. There are also international intellige=

nce agreements to keep this technology secret.

The NSA has proprietary electronic equipment that analyze electrical activi=

ty in humans from a distance. NSA computer generated brain mapping can cont=

inuously monitor all of the electrical activity in the brain continuously. =

The NSA records and decode individual brain maps (of hundreds of thousands =

of persons) for national security purposes. EMF Brain Stimulation is also s=

ecretly used by the military for brain-to-computer link (in military fighte=

r aircraft, for example).

For electronic surveillance purposes, electrical activity in the speech cen=

ter of the brain can be translated into the subject's verbal thoughts. RNM =

can send encoded signals to the brain's auditory cortex, thus allowing audi=

o communications direct to the brain (bypassing the ears). NSA operatives c=

an use this covertly to debilitate subjects by simulating auditory hallucin=



ations characteristic of paranoid schizophrenia.

Without any contact with the subject, Remote Neural Monitoring can map out =

electrical activity from the visual cortex of a subject's brain and show im=

ages from the subject's brain on a video monitor. NSA operatives see what t=

he surveillance subject's eyes are seeing. Visual memory can also be seen. =

RNM can send images direct to the visual cortex, bypassing the eyes and opt=

ic nerves.

NSA operatives can use this surreptitiously to put images into a surveillan=

ce subject's brain while they are in REM sleep for brain-programming purpos=

es.

1.      Capabilities of NSA Operatives Using RNM

There has been a Signals Intelligence network in the US since the 1940s.

The NSA, Ft Meade has in place a vast two-way wireless RNM system which is =

used to track subjects and non-invasively monitor audio-visual information =

in their brains. This is all done with no physical contact with the subject=

. RNM is the ultimate method of surveillance and domestic intelligence. Spe=

ech, 3D sound and subliminal audio can be sent to the auditory cortex of th=

e subject's brain (bypassing the ears), and images can be sent into the vis=

ual cortex. RNM can alter a subject's perceptions, moods and motor control.

Speech cortex/auditory cortex link has become the ultimate communications s=

ystem for the intelligence community. RNM allows for a complete audio-visua=

l brain-to-brain link or brain-to-computer link.

<http://web.archive.org/web/20040405081830/http:/members.tripod.com/mdars/m=

eth/meth.htm>

The above is a simple flowchart of Nuero-Electromagnetic Frequency Assaults

showing methods that can be perpetuated by the Police and Military Intellig=

ence Agencies

toward Remote Mind Control Experiments, Behavioural Manipulation and Murder=

.

4. NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE ELECTRONIC BRAIN LINK TECH=

NOLOGY

NSA SIGINT can remotely detect, identify and monitor a person's bioelectric=

 fields.

The NSA's Signals Intelligence has the proprietary ability to monitor remot=



ely and non-invasively information in the human brain by digitally decoding=

 the evoked potentials in the 30-50 Hz, 5 milliwatt electromagnetic emissio=

ns from the brain.

Neuronal activity in the brain creates a shifting electrical pattern that h=

as a shifting magnetic flux. This magnetic flux puts out a constant 30-50 H=

z, 5 milliwatt electromagnetic (EMF) wave.

Contained in the electromagnetic emission from the brain are spikes and pat=

terns called "evoked potentials". Every thought, reaction, motor command, a=

uditory event and visual image in the brain has a corresponding "evoked pot=

ential" or set of "evoked potentials". The EMF emission from the brain can =

be decoded into the current thoughts, images and sounds in the subject's br=

ain.

NSA SIGINT uses EMF-transmitted Brain Stimulation as a communications syste=

m to transmit information (as well as nervous system messages) to intellige=

nce agents and also to transmit to the brains of covert operations subjects=

 (on a non-perceptible level).

EMF Brain Stimulation works by sending a complexly coded and pulsed electro=

magnetic signal to trigger evoked potentials (events) in the brain, thereby=

 forming sound and visual images in the brain's neural circuits. EMF Brain =

Stimulation can also change a person's brain-states and affect motor contro=

l.

Two-way electronic Brain Link is done by remotely monitoring neural audio-v=

isual information while transmitting sound to the auditory cortex (bypassin=

g the ears) and transmitting faint images to the visual cortex (bypassing t=

he optic nerves and eyes). The images appear as floating 2D screens in the =

brain.

Two-way electronic Brain Link has become the ultimate communications system=

 for CIA/NSA personnel. Remote neural monitoring (RNM, remotely monitoring =

bioelectric information in the human brain) has become the ultimate surveil=

lance system.

It is used by a limited number of agents in the US Intelligence Community.

<http://www.raven1.net/>

The above is a simple flowchart of Nuero-Electromagnetic Frequency Assaults

showing methods that can be perpetuated by the Police and Military Intellig=

ence Agencies toward

Remote Mind Control Experiments, Behavioral Manipulation and Murder.

5. [NO HEADING IN ORIGINAL DOCUMENT]

RNM requires decoding the resonance frequency of each specific brain area.



That frequency is then modulated in order to impose information in that spe=

cific brain area. The frequency to which the various brain areas respond va=

ries from 3 Hz to 50 Hz. Only NSA Signals Intelligence modulates signals in=

 this frequency band. (See Table 1 below)

This modulated information can be put into the brain at varying intensities=

 from subliminal to perceptible. Each person's brain has a unique set of bi=

oelectric resonance/entrainment frequencies. Sending audio information to a=

 person's brain at the frequency of another person's auditory cortex would =

result in that audio information not being perceived.

The Plaintiff learned of RNM by being in two-way RNM contact with the Kinne=

come group at the NSA, Ft Meade.

They used RNM 3D sound direct to the brain to harass the Plaintiff from Oct=

ober 1990 to May 1991.

As of 5/91 they have had two-way RNM communications with the Plaintiff and =

have used RNM to attempt to incapacitate the Plaintiff and hinder the Plain=

tiff from going to the authorities about their activities against the Plain=

tiff in the last 12 years. The Kinnecome group has about 100 persons workin=

g 24 hours a day at Ft Meade.

They have also brain-tapped persons the Plaintiff is in contact with to kee=

p the Plaintiff isolated.

This is the first time ever that a private citizen has been harassed with R=

NM and has been able to bring a lawsuit against NSA personnel misusing this=

 intelligence operations method.

<http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_echelon.htm>

click above image<http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_echelon.htm>

6. NSA TECHNIQUES AND RESOURCES

Remote monitoring/tracking of individuals in any location, inside any build=

ing, continuously, anywhere in the country.

A system for inexpensive implementation of these operations allows for thou=

sands of persons in every community to be spied on constantly by the NSA.



*       Remote RNM Devices

NSA's RNM equipment remotely reads the evoked potentials (EEGs) of the huma=

n brain for tracking individuals, and can send messages through the nervous=

 systems to affect their performance. RNM can electronically identify indiv=

iduals and track them anywhere in the US.

This equipment is on a network and is used for domestic intelligence operat=

ions, government security and military base security, and in case of bioele=

ctric warfare.

*       Spotters and Walk-Bys in Metropolitan Areas

Tens of thousands of persons in each area working as spotters and neighbour=

hood/business place spies (sometimes unwittingly) following and checking on=

 subjects who have been identified for covert control by NSA personnel.

Agents working out of offices can be in constant communication with spotter=

s who are keeping track of the NSA's thousands of subjects in public. NSA a=

gents in remote offices can instantly identify (using~ RNM) any individual =

spotted in public who is in contact with surveillance subject.

*       Chemicals and Drugs into Residential Buildings with Hidden NSA Inst=

alled and Maintained Plastic Plumbing lines.

The NSA has kits for running lines into residential tap water and air ducts=

 of subjects for the delivery of drugs (such as sleeping gas or brainwashin=

g-aiding drugs).

This is an outgrowth of CIA pharmapsychology (psychopharmacology).

*       Brief Overview of Proprietary US Intelligence/Anti-Terrorist Equipm=

ent Mentioned

Fixed network of special EMF equipment that can read EEGs in human brains a=

nd identify/track individuals by using digital computers. ESB (Electrical S=

timulation to the Brain) via EMF signal from the NSA Signals Intelligence i=

s used to control subjects.

EMF equipment that gathers information from PC circuit boards by decipherin=

g RF emissions, thereby gaining wireless modem-style entry into any persona=

l computer in the country. All equipment hidden, all technology secret, all=

 scientific research unreported (as in electronic warfare research).

Not known to the public at all, yet complete and thorough implementation of=

 this method of domestic intelligence has been in place since the early 198=

0s.



Editor's Note:

I tried ringing Mr Akwei to find out what was the out-come, if any, of his =

court case. He firmly but kindly told me that he could not speak about anyt=

hing to do with the case over the phone and hung up. A subsequent conversat=

ion of similar length resulted in the information that he did not wish his =

address or phone number published with this article.

So, if we hear of any developments, we'll let you know.

Its totally obvious from the above article that the US National Security Ag=

ency is none other than a covertly run terrorist organization.

Their highly sophisticated technology that is used to monitor and manipulat=

e the minds of millions of innocent people daily, is a blatant expression o=

f the dominating and authoritarian mentality that exists behind the facade =

of our so called democratic society.

George Orwell's "THOUGHT POLICE" is an absolute reality in today's world.

Whether we realize it or not, every individual within our society is negati=

vely effected by this dictatorship attitude.

It has to change - It will change - It starts with you!

George Farquhar

Project Freedom<http://www.mindcontrolforums.com/pro-freedom.co.uk/index.ht=

ml>

An example of EMF Brain Stimulation

Table 1

Brain Area

Bioelectric Resonance Frequency

Information Induced Through Modulation

Motor Control Cortex

10 Hz

Motor Impulse co-ordination

Auditory Cortex



15 Hz

Sound which bypasses the ears

Visual Cortex

25 Hz

Images in the brain bypassing the eyes

Somatosensory

9 Hz

Phantom touch sense

Thought Center

20 Hz

Imposed subconscious thoughts


